A tradition in the Tiki community, a TikiFest is a meeting between Tiki contributors (that usually only meet online). This is an opportunity, usually, to socialize over drinks, get some laptops out and code wildly in group sessions and/or discuss about wiki technology and culture, etc. depending the mood and context. It is a great opportunity for Tiki users and Tiki power users to meet some of the developers and learn more stuff.

If you are new/curious about Tiki, come and meet the contributors. There will be a free workshop “introduction to Tiki” and a TikiFest cocktail.
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When

Friday August 27th and Saturday August 28th

Friday 10h-18h Marc's place (work)
**Friday 18h-21h** at L'Barouf (social)
Saturday 10h-18h Marc's place (work)
**Saturday 18h-late** With our WordCamp Montreal friends at St-Sulpice (social)

Call anytime at 1-877-Wiki-Web to see where we are

Schedule

Note: Anyone who wants to do demos/presentations of their Tiki projects or anything else is welcome to be part of the schedule. Just add it in.

What

- Say goodbye to Rodrigo, who is going back to Brazil
- Debug Tiki6
- Blogrevamp (Rodrigo)
- Hercules presentation (Régis)
- Dev tools & how to dev in Tiki (Rodrigo)
- Continuing the discussion started at TikiFest2010-Ottawa-BigBlueButton about Translation branching strategy and gettext (or other options to improve the way we handle translation)
- Mobile.tiki.org voice demo and discuss any possibilities with BigBlueButton
Who

- Marc Laporte
- Tanéa Castro
- Philippe Cloutier
- Rodrigo Primo
- Daniel Gauthier
- Cyril Gallant
- You?

Where

Marc's place (near Mont-Royal metro station), email marclaporte@tiki.org for the address.

Online

We will be using http://live.tiki.org/ powered by http://bigbluebutton.org/ Special thank you to Fred Dixon from Blindside Networks for the monitoring and Étienne Lachance of evo.cat.io who has kindly setup the server specially for the Tiki Community.

Related links

fb,wm, cmswire, upcoming, tiki calendar, etc.